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SWISS-FINN Wing Mast STANDARD SPECIFICATION  
 
Finite element computer analysis was used to calculate the loadings in the composite spar so that the 
optimum laminate specification could be developed in a multiaxial matrix of high modulus carbon 
Fibres and moulded with individual mast bend characteristic. 
 

 
 

References and values for the deformations were obtained by consulting the competitors and the sail 
makers, and the shape dimensions were following exactly the limits of the class rules: in thickness, 
we're everywhere at the minimum allowed, not one millimetre in excess, and in length, we exploit as 
best as we can the available lengths in a fair continuous taper, so that we get at the end "low" relative 
thickness aero-sections. 
 
Wilke wing carbon mast fully fitted including: 
 
Fibre moulded gooseneck, halyard crane, halyard hook, 
spectra halyard, halyard sheaves, deck and foot ring, 
vang rope, and measurement certificate 
Finish Black (Carbon natural)……………………………………………..    € 2900.00 
 
Finn Mast Label..................................................................................... € 26.50 
 
Mast cover…………………………………………………………………… € 65.00 
 
Finn main sail (spare) halyard…………………………………………….. € 65.00 
 
Finish colour painted (additional)…………………………………………. € 200.00 
 
Wilke Finn carbon rudder..................................................................              €     1000.00 
 
Rudder cover………………………………………………………………..             €         42.00 
 



All prices in EURO, excluding VAT (7.6%), Delivery ex yard 
 
 
 
 
To date more than 670 Finn Wing masts of the new generation have been delivered from our yard in 
Switzerland. 
The success can be seen on all major regattas – worldwide, the most Finn cracks are using Wilke 
Finn masts. 
 

Latest results:  

 

Finn Gold Cup, January 2008  

Ben Ainslie wins his 5th Gold Cup - for 5th time with a Wilke Finn mast! 

On second podium place is Dan Slater from New Zealand, Jonas Hoegh-Christensen form Denmark 
took the bronze medal. 
The whole Medal Race fleet in Melbourne was powered by Wilke Finn masts!  
 

 
 
 
 

Qingdao Olympic Test Event, August 2007 

9 of 10 Medal Race competitors in Qingdao Olympic Test Event in August 07 were sailing with WILKE 
Finn masts!  

On victory podium: Ben Ainslie GB, Pieter-Jan Postma NED and Peer Moberg NOR 
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